Fig. 1—Paul A. Volcker, along with Henry A. Kissinger, has controlled foreign and monetary policy for The Rockefeller Foundation and since the early 1950’s— for 12 Presidents since the Marshall Plan (1948), when they were recruited to the Pilgrims Society by Lord Rothschild, David Sarnoff, David Rockefeller, William J. Donovan (OSS), Allan W. Dulles (OSS-CIA), Sir Stewart Menzies (MI6) and Sir Harry Brittain, among others.

In 1973, Volcker and Kissinger almost single-handedly destroyed the gold standard and created the disastrous OPEC Middle Eastern oil cartel. More recently they have been working on imposing carbon credits as a new form of exchange to replace the fiat dollar. They created Bitcoin in all its iterations (via Goldman Sachs executive Philip J. Venables). They made the U.S. dollar a fiat currency. Now we know why. Kissinger and Volcker were following the orders of their Rockefeller handlers at the British Pilgrims Society who want a One World Government controlled by an imperial corporate British Empire in London. The United Nations has been its political smoke screen from inception. The U.S. has been the vehicle for continuous wars designed to enrich their fascist banks and companies, and kill human souls to depopulate the earth using bioweapons, especially weaponized vaccines that cannot work due to endemic mutation in every host. See the previous three posts for MURDERERS TO JUSTICE IN MEMORY OF THE VICTIMS OF 9/11
Our present government of theoretical checks and balances on unwarranted power was broken long ago by this poisonous Pilgrims Society treachery

America’s vote must be freed from their control guided by the straightforward principle of unbroken, bipartisan chain of custody, one person, one vote, inked thumbs

Mail-in ballots is a Pilgrims Society foil
Fig. 3—Paul A. Volcker. Volcker has been an economic policy adviser to The Rockefeller Foundation, along with former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger advising on foreign policy, since the early 1950's. For full analysis of Volcker's treachery, keep reading, and also follow the links to previous AFI posts in Fig. 1 above.

Bipartisan citizens groups must count The People’s Vote, not paid partisan bureaucrats

The Declaration of Independence is We the People

The Declaration of Interdependence is the Imperial Corporatist We

Sep. 11, 2020—In 2007 and 2008, Paul A. Volcker and Henry A. Kissinger verified to the IRS that they were vice presidents of the Pilgrims Society of the United States.

The American Pilgrims are a mere satellite of the mother organization: the Pilgrims Society of Great Britain.

Kissinger and Volcker had been members since the 1950s when they became policy advisors for The Rockefeller Foundation after the war and during the implementation of the Marshall Plan. John D. Rockefeller was a Pilgrims Society co-founder (1902).

These men chose “Pilgrims” in their name in 1902, evidently to glom onto the average American’s fondness for the Plymouth Pilgrims.
This is classical misdirection and mind control propaganda from this group of high criminals. Their instruction given them by their spiritual leader, British Privy Councilor Cecil J. Rhodes, is to gain power and control at any cost.

In the aftermath of the Pilgrims’ WWII false flag (that’s right, World War II was conducted under false pretenses, and our fathers and mothers who served were sacrificed for this hideous world control agenda).

Volcker and Kissinger were young blood in the 1940’s recruited into the Pilgrims Society to implement the Marshall Plan where the massive amounts of stolen German and Japanese gold from all over the world had been secreted away by the OSS (Office of Strategic Services, the precursor to the C.I.A.) at the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland.
OSS agents Allan W. Dulles and William J. Donovan were controlling it, and many of their OSS "stay behind" agents were already selling off bits of the gold to banker friends all over the world. By the end of the war, a global gold mafia-like syndicate had been created by Dulles and Donovan, with the full knowledge and tacit approval of Eisenhower, Truman and Churchill.

Dulles later became C.I.A. director and planned the JFK assassination after Kennedy told an advisor, "I will splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces and scatter it into the winds" after learning of the Cuban Bay of Pigs debacle in 1961. Kennedy clearly knew about the Pilgrims Society and warned against them in his famous "secret societies" warning. [CITE AUDIO & TRANSCRIPT OF THE SPEECH].

**VOLCKER & KISSINGER HAVE CONTROLLED U.S. FOREIGN & BANKING POLICY FOR THE BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY VIA THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION**

From the 1950s, until his recent death (Dec. 08, 2019), Volcker had controlled U.S. financial policy with an iron fist for the Pilgrims Society in London.

Volcker and the Nixon cabinet (all, or almost all, were Pilgrims, incl. Kissinger, Schultz, Burns, Haig, [Weinberger] [see his award with
Pilgrim Privy Councilor Sir Geoffrey E. Pattie in 2000], Connally, and McCracken) pushed Nixon to take the U.S. dollar off the gold standard and become a fiat currency that their bankers could more easily manipulate.

Volcker was the Nixon cabinet member who took the good news of that gold-standard decision to his Pilgrims Society handlers in London the very next day. See [previous post].

**JUDICIALLY-RECOGNIZABLE EVIDENCE OF A ENDEMIC CRIMES AGAINST THE REPUBLIC THAT REQUIRE MARTIAL LAW TO FIX**

**OUR REPUBLIC—AN SYSTEM OF CHECKS AND BALANCES HAS BEEN UNDERMINED**

AFI/AIM researchers recently discovered judicially-recognizable proof that Paul A. Volcker, former chairman of the Federal Reserve, was indeed an agent of the British Privy Council and its Pilgrims Society Crown Agents while he officially advised Obama, Hillary and Biden after the Nov. 4, 2008 election.
In fact, president-elect Obama’s first meetings on Nov. 5, 2008, the day after the election, were with Volcker. Evidently, the Pilgrims Society was eager to move in. Tellingly, fellow Pilgrim Baby Bush just sat in the corner like a good little puppy dog waiting for his bone.

WHERE WERE THE CRIES OF TREASON, SEDITION, SIEGE AND ESPIONAGE COMING FROM THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH THEN? THEY KNEW WHAT VOLCKER & KISSINGER WERE DOING

Instead, the public heard only crickets as our Executive Branch was knowingly hijacked by the Pilgrims Society with Barack and Michael Obama as their latest in a long line of British homosexual drones.

Indeed, Volcker was sent in with a wrecking crew. In addition to the Pilgrims, he applied the full force of The Rockefeller Foundation and their Crown Agent lackeys in the 10,000-person Senior Executive Service (SES).
The Pilgrims had dreamed of this moment since the 1890’s when Elihu Root, Andrew Carnegie’s and John D. Rockefeller’s attorney, became Secretary of War (1899-1904), then Root co-founded the Pilgrims Society with many dozens of British peers (1902), then Root became Secretary of State (1905-09), then Root was a secret delegate to the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909, secret co-founder of the British Press Union, MI6, MI5 and GC&CS (1909), then Root was first president of both the Carnegie Foundation (1910) and the Council on Foreign Relations (1921).

Elihu Root is clearly one of the most powerful men in crooked American politics that we know nothing about. Why? He ushered in Pilgrims Society influence into successive White Houses and was a Pilgrims Society stealth weapon. He was a committed Anglophile who desired, like Carnegie, J.P. Morgan, Lord Rothschild, FDR and Winston Churchill to return of American to the British Empire.

The Imperial Press Conference 1909 had unified the British and American Press and ordered J.P. Morgan to buy up editorial control of Americans top 25 newspapers before WWI.

The British press fell in line also. They included Winston Churchill’s Morning Post, the Lord Burnham’s Daily Telegraph, Financial Times, London Times and Lord Northcliffe's...
Americans for Innovation: INDICTABLE EVIDENCE: BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY OFFICERS VOLCKER AND KISSINGER RAN THE …

Daily Mail, among many others. The BBC and NBC were eventually formed to exploit the Marconi Wireless technology stolen from Nikola Tesla. They all fell into lockstep with this tight Pilgrims control over all communications, surveillance, vaccines and propaganda.

See AFI. (Oct. 24, 2019). The 200-year Information War: The UK-U.S. Pilgrims Society controls the Press that directs intelligence to bend words and culture to atheistic social fascism. Americans for Innovation.

DID ANYBODY RAISE THE RED FLAG OF FOUL EARLY ON? YES.

Such activity by Root and his compadres J.P. Morgan, Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, Paul Warburg, Jacob Schiff and others was evident sedition.

Some in Congress raised the red flag of foul at the time. However, each time these investigations of “interlocking,” seditious relationships appeared to be gathering steam, the Pilgrims would start a war somewhere to divert the public’s attention, like clockwork.

One particularly notable early investigator of this Pilgrims treachery was the intrepid suffragette Ms. Lillian Scott Troy. Ms. Troy had become so annoying to British authorities respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case first came to our attention after learning that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s admission that they had no evidence to support their on-sale bar verdict, but the judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated from there, replete with two of the three judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel, Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did not disclose to the litigants, and later tried to excuse through a quick motion slipped in at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook’s appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just about every judicial player in this story. The misconduct appears to reach into the U.S. Patent Office through abuse of the reexamination process by Facebook. We will stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until justice is served, but we also welcome news and analysis of intellectual property abuse in other cases as well.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW! READERS!

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well). Anonymous Posts Are Welcomed! Blogger has more posting constraints than Donna's WordPress, but we will continue to welcome anonymous posts. Simply send us an email at NEW Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com with your post. Once the moderator verifies that your email address is real, your comment will be posted using your real name or handle, whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a complete Donna Kline Now! posts archive.
while investigating Andrew Carnegie and his duplicitous history that the British government kicked her out of Britain just days after WWI ended. Numerous Senators and Congressmen throughout the 20th century have followed Ms. Troy’s lead, but their evidence gathering was hidden in the fog of endless Pilgrims-fabricated wars.

Ms. Scott did give us the Pilgrims’ 24-point strategy for subduing America back into the British Empire. It almost disappeared from history until Rep. Thorkelson insisted that Ms. Troy’s work be published in the Congressional Record like a time capsule waiting for it to be rediscovered by the likes of educator Eustace Mullins in the

Fig. 7—Lillian Scott Troy was a courageous American suffragette and investigative journalist living in London ca. 1900-1918. On Nov. 13, 1919, Ms. Troy was deported from the United Kingdom—two days after WWI ended—because she dug too deeply into the corruption of British and American Pilgrims Society. Ms. Troy was the perennial target of Pilgrim propaganda attacks and smear in both the U.S. and British press. She focused her investigations on the evident corruption and treason of Andrew Carnegie, J. P. Morgan and the Anglo-American (British) Pilgrims Society, which she (and many at the time) saw as undermining the sovereignty of the American Republic. Their voice have largely been silenced by the mockingbird Pilgrims Society-controlled world press, until now.

Graphic: St. Louis Star & Times. Reproduced for educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.
late 1980’s, and AFI/AIM researchers in 2020.

THE HARD, INDICTABLE, JUDICIALLY-RECOGNIZABLE EVIDENCE TO PROSECUTE & DECLARE MARTIAL LAW TO STOP THE UNDERMINING OF THE REPUBLIC BY PILGRIMS SOCIETY ENEMIES FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Proof the Pilgrims Society hijacked the U.S. White House & collapsed the economy in 2008 led by Volcker & Kissinger

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See analysis of Judge Lourie’s T. Rowe Price holdings re. the Facebook IPO. Judge Lourie also failed to apply his own law-test in Group One v. Hallmark Cards to the evidence.

After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks. Judge Moore failed
Fig. 8—This evidence needs no further verification. An IRS form filled out by the criminals themselves is judicially-recognizable immediately. This evidence shows that Obama, Hillary, Biden, Summers, Geitner were all complicit in allowing Pilgrims officer Volcker to wreck the U.S. economy and destroy life savings in an organized, seditious, treasonous takedown of the American Republic by the British Pilgrims.


Obama was elected on Nov. 04, 2008.

Caren Bohan, Deborah Charles. (Nov. 05, 2008). Obama to meet with economic team. Reuters.

to follow the long-held precedent for testing on-sale bar evidence in Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an evident and intentional omission coming from a former patent law professor. After debunking all of Facebook's evidence on appeal, Judge Moore created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, member of the three-judge panel in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Wallach is not a patent attorney. This begs the question as to why a judge with no knowledge of patent law was assigned to the case. Would anyone ask a dentist to perform brain surgery? The Federal Circuit was specially formed to appoint patent-knowledgeable judges to patent cases. There is no evidence so far in the judicial disclosures that Judge Wallach holds stock in Facebook, although when he was asked on a motion to disclose potential Facebook holdings and other conflicts of interest, he refused along with the other judges. See Motion to Disclose Conflicts of Interest. Judge Wallach continued in silence even after Clerk of Court Horbaly failed to provide him with Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions (according to his Federal Circuit staffer Valeri White), and yet the Clerk signed an order regarding that motion on Judge Wallach’s behalf. See a full analysis of these events at Donna Kline Now! Judge Wallach also failed to police his court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth and 14th Amendment constitutional right to due process when he participated in the fabrication of new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of judge’s chambers after he had just invalidated Facebook’s sole remaining item of evidence (using disbelieved testimony as ostensible evidence of an opposite). Judge Wallach also failed to police his court when he failed to apply the Supreme Court’s Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale bar evidence, which included even the Federal Circuit’s own Group One v. Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a
CHECKS AND BALANCES MUST BE RESET.
THE REPUBLIC NEEDS MARTIAL LAW TO FIX THIS. THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY HAS OVERRUN WASHINGTON, D.C., NEW YORK, CHICAGO, BOSTON & SAN FRANCISCO

The American Republic’s theoretical system of checks and balances has been ruined by the Pilgrims Society criminality. It is now time for President Trump to recognize this clear and present danger and declare martial law to give us time to root out the Pilgrims Society from our national life and establish a government that is true to 1776 and the Declaration of Independence.

***

Described above is abject immorality.

Morality must win the day.

"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."


---

Footnote 1

test which Judge Lourie should have advised Judge Wallach to follow since Judge Lourie helped write that opinion. Group One test omission analysis.

---

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, clerk who signed all the opinions in *Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.*, 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his staff obfuscated when the court’s ruling was challenged by an *amicus curiae* brief revealing clear mistakes of law and new evidence. See analysis of the misconduct and misrepresentations within the Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in *Leader v. Facebook*. Mr. Horbaly failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with one of Facebook’s largest shareholders, Microsoft, who is a Director of The Federal Circuit Bar Association where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio officer. Additionally, the DC Bar revealed in a written statement that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in the District of Columbia. [Editorial: What does that make the Federal Circuit with its location within in a stone’s throw of the White House? A self-governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the (mis)conduct of his judges and Clerk of Court in *Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.*, 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to manage his court resulting in a likely situation where his judges never even received briefs that they allegedly ruled on in favor of Facebook. Judge Rader also failed to disclose his conflicting relationships with a Leader principle with whom he may have had deep professional differences during his time at the Senate Judiciary Committee—his former professor of
REMEMINDER RE. THE MILLER ACT NOTICE—THE PERPETRATORS OF THIS EPIC FRAUD MUST DISGORGE THEIR ILL-GOTTEN GAIN

Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump. It is a contract demand for the U.S. Treasury to pay them for the federal government's 18-year theft of their social networking inventions. These inventions were stolen by Major General James E. Freeze (US Army, ret.) and Leader's patent attorney James P. Chandler III, on behalf of Andrew W. Marshall and the Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment, and the Pilgrims Society who steal and weaponize inventions for continuous war making and enrichment of fascist insider military-industrial corporations.

Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.

Law at George Washington University Law Center, former Leader director Professor James P. Chandler. See analysis of Judge Rader's undisclosed conflicts of interest in Leader v. Facebook. Judge Rader also did not stop his judges from creating new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of chambers—after they had debunked all of Facebook's evidence on appeal, which is a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Click here to view a Federal Circuit Leader v. Facebook Conflicts of Interest Map.


Leader v. Facebook Legal Research Links

Updated May 22, 2015

This is an opinion blog. Any information contained or linked herein should be independently verified and should be considered the sole opinion of the writer. Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are protected by the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and other local, state, national and international laws. Therefore, as with all opinion, such opinion should not be relied upon without independent verification.

This site is a not-for-profit effort focused on education, news, investigation of issues in the public interest, and research, and relies on fair use copyright exemptions under 17 U.S.C. 106(a)-117 of the United States Copyright Act, in addition to any and all other related and relevant privileges to which a fair and reasonable person would attribute to this grassroots effort to root out corruption and promote justice. No rights whatsoever to third party content are claimed or implied.
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TONYA PARNELL  September 11, 2020 at 3:55 PM
WTF
Reply

RB Seymour  September 11, 2020 at 10:34 PM
Good work. I'm spreading it around.
Reply

K. Craine  September 12, 2020 at 10:00 AM
Absolutely bombshell and cumulative sort of information, points to how the Pilgrims Society has held sway over American govt for decades!
Thank you!
I need to do some podcasts covering all this!

Martial law--if we have a reliable patriotic military--may just help. The Federalist is expecting mayhem from Left soon: https://thefederalist.com/2020/09/11/the-left-is-setting-the-stage-for-a-coup-if-trump-wins/
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Previous comment:

https://tinyurl.com/y278pdez

Spread the truth.
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[New] Indictable Evidence that may require martial law to save the American Republic

American checks and balances have been broken by this Pilgrims Society treachery

https://tinyurl.com/y2thrqqk

INDICTABLE EVIDENCE: BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY OFFICERS VOLCKER AND KISSINGER RAN THE OBAMA WHITE HOUSE AND BAILED OUT THEIR FELLOW BANKING GANGSTERS IN 2008

Our present government of theoretical checks and balances on unwarranted power (Pres. Eisenhower, 1963) was broken long ago by this poisonous Pilgrims Society treachery

America’s vote must be freed from their control guided by the straightforward principle of unbroken, bipartisan chain of custody, one person, one vote, inked thumbs

Full story.


https://tinyurl.com/y2thrqqk

Download and save each items of evidence.
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Spread the truth.
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CAT REPORT
General James Mattis Plotted Overthrow of U.S. Government

Faces of the Facebook Corruption (PDF)
currently being updated after the Fri. Mar. 7, 2014
Scribd censorship of this document:

Here is the cast of characters in Leader v. Facebook: We encourage you to report their corrupt activities to this site and others, like Lawless America. Feel free to communicate anonymously in any way in which you are most comfortable. The attempt of these people and their organizations to corrupt American justice and commerce cannot be tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings currently being updated after Scribd censored the documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014.

A. Facebook’s law firms:

1. Fenwick & West LLP (Facebook securities and patent law firm; former Leader Technologies counsel; attempted an appearance in Leader v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts waiver from Leader prior to representing Facebook)

2. Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; McBee Strategic energy stimulus partner; Obama Justice Dept. advisor; former employer to patent judges)

3. Blank & Rome LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed former employer to Patent Office Freedom of
Citizen Files Lawsuit Against Kamala Harris for Illegal Status as VP Candidate

Transition Integrity Project Founder Suggested 'Military Coup' Against Trump Days After Inauguration


Mueller’s ‘Angry Democrats’ Scrubbed Cell Phones After Russia Investigation

Senate Democrats Using Filibuster To Block GOP Pandemic Relief

Massive Explosion Rocks Oroville Dam Area

Treasonous Attack on American Civil Liberties

Ohio Citizens Demand Their Civil Rights

Sheriff says ‘police are under attack’ and they’re ‘allowed to go home’: ‘We will shoot back’

Full stories:
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CAT REPORT
Do NOT Send Your Children Back To School; Schools Are Not A Safe

Trump’s triumph with UAE-Israel accord has unleashed a ‘preference cascade’ of Middle East peace developments

Multiple sources in Emergency Response have confirmed that the fires along the West Coast are caused by dozens of arsonists.

Los Angeles County Public Health Director Recorded Saying Schools Won’t Reopen Until

“After the Election”

The 3 Things You MUST ADD to Your Rifle

Popular QAnon Website Shuts Down After Citigroup Employee And Webmaster Doxxed And Stalked

Mueller’s Team Members ‘Accidentally’ Wiped Phones Clean of Data

Nicholas Sandmann slams ACLU staffer for saying university shouldn’t admit him

Top aide in Durham investigation abruptly resigns

Ex-judge appointed to review Michael Flynn case says Trump’s ‘pressure’ led to DOJ reversal

Fairfax County Is Running Empty School Buses

Full stories:
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Full stories:

Sen. Burr, Richard [R-NC]
Sen. Clinton, Hillary Rodham [D-NY]
Rep. Rohrabacher, Dana [R-CA-48]
Sen. Warren, Elizabeth [D-MA]
Sen. Mikulski, Barbara A. [D-MD]
Sen. Harkin, Tom [D-IA]
Rep. Rogers, Mike J. [R-MI-8]
Sen. Alexander, Lamar [R-TN]
Sen. DeWine, Mike [R-OH]
Sen. Kennedy, Edward M. [D-MA]

Citizens of America are sick and tired of traitors in our government, killing and destroying Americans and their way of life. We demand that the traitors be tried Nuremberg-style and then hanged in the public square immediately after the elections!

Full stories:

---

K. Craine September 12, 2020 at 10:27 AM

Email comment by Conclave:

TREASON: WHO TERRORIZED AMERICANS AND THE WORLD ON 9-11?
Today, September 11, 2020, we repost this article that began our quest for truth. No one gave us a satisfactory answer to the events of September 11, 2001 so we began a journey to find out ourselves and here we are today still uncovering the veils of deceit that have hidden the enemy of the planet - a secret society called the Pilgrims Society.

The members of this evil organization have been committing heinous crimes around the world for centuries. The demolition of the World Trade Center and other structures in New York on this September day, 19 years ago, was just one of many events conducted by these evil warmongers. They want total world domination even if it means exterminating all of humanity.

It is the same “secret society” that President John F. Kennedy warned us about and one that must be exposed for all the world to see.

Now that many of you have been in the AIM School of Truth for 3 - 4 years, please take the day to read this article again and see how this truth history is related to what we see today in the COVID-19 genocide agenda.

Full stories:

---

K. Craine September 12, 2020 at 10:28 AM

Previous four comments:
https://tinyurl.com/y59bxacp

Spread the truth.

---

K. Craine September 13, 2020 at 9:35 AM


[ COMPILER OBSERVATIONS, Sep. 13, 2020:

The Pilgrims Society is evidently worried about Eustace Mullins’ (b. 1923-d. 2010+) 40-year dogged revelations of their ongoing conspiracies. The very first sentence of their 11-page Wikipedia hit piece labels Mr. Mullins slanderously as “anti semitic” “propagandist” “Holocaust denier” and “a one-man organization of hate” (The Southern Poverty Law Center - SPLC). SPLC is notoriously known to be a communist propaganda machine funded by Pilgrim George Soros and advised by Pilgrim Hillary Clinton’s and Pilgrim Michael Obama’s former chief of staff, Tina Tchen, from the notorious Skadden Arps mob law syndicate.

Given the 2020 research findings about the Pilgrims Society (IRS Form 990 reports, 2007-2008) -- that long-time advisers to The Rockefeller Foundation Henry A. Kissinger, Paul A. Volcker and Henry R. Luce (Time, Fortune) (all since the late 1940’s), were/are indeed members and officers in the British Pilgrims Society, not to mention Kissinger’s KCMG British knighthood -- Mullins’ words herein are prescient. (Remember Pilgrim Henry Luce’s “Is God Dead” Time propaganda Apr. 8, 1966, Vol. 87, No. 14?)


The propaganda world of the Pilgrims Society uses language in moral opposites. Therefore, if they are slandering, they shout that truth tellers are the slanders. This puts their enemies on the defensive having to sweat at flies proving negatives (e.g., prove you don’t beat your wife.)

They label Mullins anti semitic when it is they who perpetrated the Holocaust.

They label Mullins a propagandist when it is the Pilgrims who hijacked the global press in 1909 at the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909, whose records almost disappeared from history.

They label Mullins a ‘hater’ when it is the Pilgrims who fund hate organizations to attack Christians, Jews and other patriots (anybody with a moral compass governed by love of God and neighbor).

The Wikipedia character slander is actually a badge of honor for Eustace Mullins. Perhaps the world can finally see his truths more clearly and heed his warnings.

P.S. Mullins said consistently that he could not give out the name of the group that controlled the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) because he would be killed.

In 2020, we can name the criminals who threatened Mullins. It was and is The Pilgrims Society of Great Britain and its subsidiary, The Pilgrims Society of the United States. ]